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[57] ABSTRACT 

A method for selecting data storage media for demount in an 
automated storage library. and an automated storage library 
and program product therefor are disclosed. Preemptive 
demount of storage media is permitted when all peripheral 
storage devices in the library are occupied and one or more 
of such devices remains inactive for a predetermined time. 
Storage media may be demounted to service existing mount 
requests. provided the peripheral storage devices in which 
the media are mounted are inactive. There is also a need. 
however. to ensure the availability of an empty device to 
service future mount requests. particularly in libraries hav 
ing only a single gripper mechanism. Thus. even when no 
mount requests are pending. the status of the peripheral 
storage devices is continually monitored. If the peripheral 
storage devices are all occupied. and one or more of such 
devices remains inactive for the predetermined time. the 
least recently used storage medium is demounted and trans 
ferred to a storage cell in the library. 
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PREEMPTIVE DEMOUNT IN AN 
AUTOMATED STORAGE LIBRARY 

Matter enclosed in heavy brackets [ ] appears in the 
original patent but forms no part of this reissue speci? 
cation; matter printed in italics indicates the additions 
made by reissue. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

Field of the Invention 

This invention relates to a method for selecting a data 
storage medium for demount in an automated storage 
library. and an automated storage library and program prod 
uct therefor. More particularly. the method is for the selec 
tion of a data storage medium for demount in an automated 
storage library in which the peripheral storage devices 
therein are all occupied. and an automated storage Library 
and program product therefor. 

Description of the Related Art 

Modern computers require a host processor including one 
or more central processing units and a memory facility. The 
processor manipulates data stored in the memory according 
to instructions provided to it. The memory must therefore be 
capable of storing data required by the processor and trans 
ferring that data to the processor at a rate capable of making 
the overall operation of the computer feasible. The cost and 
performance of computer memory is thus critical to the 
commercial success of a computer system. 

Because today’s computers require large quantities of 
data storage capacity. computer memory is available in 
many forms. A fast but expensive form of memory is main 
memory. typically comprised of microchips. O?ter available 
forms of memory are known as peripheral storage devices 
and include magnetic direct access storage devices (DASD). 
magnetic tape storage devices. and optical recording 
devices. These types of memory actually store data on 
storage media therein. Each of these other types of memory 
has a greater storage density and lower cost than main 
memory. However. these other memory devices do not 
provide the performance provided by main memory. For 
example. the time required to properly position the tape or 
disk beneath the read/write mechanism of the drive cannot 
compare with the rapid. purely electronic data transfer rate 
of main memory. 

It is inefficient to store all of the data in a computer system 
on but a single type of memory device. Storing all of the data 
in main memory is too costly and storing all of the data on 
one of the peripheral storage devices reduces performance. 
Thus. a typical computer system includes both main 
memory and one or more types of peripheral storage devices 
arranged in a data storage hierarchy. The data storage 
hierarchy arrangement is tailored to the performance and 
cost requirements of the user. In such a hierarchy. main 
memory is often referred to as primary data storage. the next 
level of the hierarchy is often to referred to as secondary data 
storage. and so on. Generally. the highest level of the 
hierarchy has the lowest storage density capability. highest 
performance and highest cost. As one proceeds down 
through the hierarchy. storage density generally increases. 
performance generally decreases. and cost generally 
decreases. By transferring data between different levels of 
the hierarchy as required the cost of memory is minimized 
and performance is maximized. Data is thus stored in main 
memory only so long as it is expected to be required by the 
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2 
processor. The hierarchy may take many forms. include any 
number of data storage or memory levels. and may be able 
to transfer data directly between any two distinct memory 
levels. The transfer of data may employ I/0 channels. 
controllers. or cache memories as is well known in the art. 

Images may be included in engineering drawings. ?nan 
cial and insurance documents. medical charts and records. 
etc. Until recently. it was not possible to store image data in 
memory in a cost effective manner. Images can take many 
forms. and therefore cannot be encoded into the binary 0‘s 
and l’s of computers as easily and compactly as text. 
Engineering drawings are typically stored on paper. 
micro?lm. or micro?che requiring manual retrieval when 
access to a drawing is necessary. The same is true for X-rays 
and other diagnostic medical images. bank checks used in 
transactions between ?nancial institutions. insurance 
records. images in FAX documents and so on. Thus. despite 
modern computers. it is estimated that most of the world‘s 
data is still stored on paper. The cost of ?ling. storing. and 
retrieving such paper documents including image data is 
escalating rapidly. It is no longer acceptable to maintain 
rooms or warehouses stocked full of documents which mu st 
be retrieved manually when access thereto is required. 
Optical scanners are now capable of converting images into 
machine readable form for storage on peripheral storage 
devices. but the storage space required for the image data— 
although signi?cantly less than that required for paper 
documents-is still quite large. Numerous disks or tapes are 
required for most business applications. Automated storage 
libraries have thus been developed to manage the storage of 
such disks or tapes. 

Automated storage libraries include a plurality of storage 
cells for retaining removable data storage media. such as 
magnetic tapes. magnetic disks. or optical disks. a robotic 
picker mechanism. and one or more internal peripheral 
storage devices. Each data storage medium may be con 
tained in a cassette or cartridge housing for easier handling 
by the picker. The picker operates on command to transfer 
the data storage media between the storage cells and the 
internal peripheral storage devices without manual assis 
tance. An internal peripheral storage device having a storage 
medium mounted therein is referred to as “occupied". Once 
a data storage medium is mounted in an internal peripheral 
storage device. data may be written to or read out from that 
medium for as long as the system so requires. Data is stored 
on a medium in the form of one or more ?les. each ?le being 
a logical data set. A ?le is considered “open" when it is 
reserved for access by a particular user and the storage 
medium upon which it resides is mounted in a peripheral 
storage device and ready to be accessed. For example. in an 
optical disk library. a ?le is open if it is reserved for 
exclusive access and the disk on which it resides is mounted 
in a drive and spinning. A peripheral storage device having 
a storage medium therein with an open ?le is referred to as 
“active”. regardless of Whether actual electronic transfer is 
occurring. A peripheral storage devices is also active if the 
storage medium mounted therein is undergoing access under 
any standard operating system command not requiring that 
a ?le be open. such as a directory read. An active storage 
medium is generally considered to be one in an active 
peripheral storage device. The internal peripheral storage 
devices and storage cells may be considered distinct levels 
of a data storage hierarchy. In addition. data storage media 
in shelf storage (Le. not in the storage cells. but instead 
outside the reach of the robotic picker without manual 
intervention) may be considered yet another level of a data 
storage hierarchy. 
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Automated storage libraries may also include one or more 
external peripheral storage devices. An external peripheral 
storage device is a peripheral storage device which. unlike 
internal peripheral storage devices. is not accessible by the 
picker but must instead be loaded and unloaded manually. 
External peripheral storage devices may be included in 
libraries as a convenience to the library operator. A shelf 
storage medium requiring brief access will not have to be 
inserted into the library and retrieved by the picker for 
mounting in one of the internal peripheral storage devices. 
External peripheral storage devices may also be considered 
a distinct level of a data storage hierarchy. Except as 
explicitly mentioned herein. “peripheral storage devices” 
hereinafter refers to internal peripheral storage devices only. 

Several automated storage libraries are known. IBM Cor 
poration introduced the 3850 Mass Storage Subsystem for 
the storage and retrieval of magnetic tape modules in the 
19705. More recently. several ?rms have introduced auto 
mated storage libraries for magnetic tape cartridges and 
optical disks. For example. magnetic tape cartridge libraries 
are disclosed in US. Pat. Nos. 4.654.727. 4.864.438. and 
4.864.511. Examples of optical disk libraries can be found in 
US. Pat. Nos. 4.271.489. 4.527.262. 4.614.474. and 4.766. 
581. The robotic picker mechanisms of these libraries 
include one or more grippers. each gripper capable of 
handling one data storage medium at a time. The ‘489. ‘262. 
‘474 patents disclose robotic pickers having but a single 
gripper and the ‘727. ‘438. ’5ll. and ’581 patents disclose 
robotic pickers having multiple grippers. IBM also markets 
the 9246 Optical Library Unit which is a two gripper library. 
The operation of pickers and grippers greatly effects the 

elliciency of an automated storage library. The selection of 
storage media for transfer between storage cells and periph 
eral storage devices. the tinting of the transfers. and the 
selection of the location to be transferred to are among the 
factors which determine data access time. Normally. in 
single gripper libraries. the mounting of a new storage 
medium in an already occupied peripheral storage device 
requires that the already mounted medium be demounted 
and transferred to a storage cell and that the new medium 
then be retrieved from its storage cell and then mounted. In 
multiple gripper libraries. however. it is known to have the 
picker ?rst retrieve a stcrage medium to be mounted with a 
?rst gripper before demounting a storage medium from a 
peripheral storage device with a second gripper. The storage 
medium in the peripheral storage device is demounted by the 
second gripper and immediately replaced by the storage 
medium in the ?rst gripper (i.e. prior to transferring the 
demounted storage medium to a storage cell). By retrieving 
the next storage medium to be mounted in the peripheral 
storage device prior to emptying that device. the period of 
time for which the peripheral storage device is left 
unmounted (i.e. without any storage medium therein) is 
reduced. The savings can be several seconds. a signi?cant 
amount of time in the data processing environment. 

Also. in multiple gripper disk libraries. the disk to be 
demounted can be spun down while the disk to be mounted 
is being retrieved. Magnetic and optical disks normally spin 
at extremely high velocities while mounted to allow me 
read/write mechanism to rapidly locate data. The spinning of 
the disks must be discontinued prior to demount to avoid 
damaging the disks as they are removed from the drives. 
Stopping disks from spinning at these high velocities 
requires several seconds. Such “spinning down" of a disk to 
be demounted while another disk is being retrieved is not 
possible in a library having but a single gripper. Thus. while 
single gripper libraries may cost less than multiple gripper 
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4 
libraries to manufacture because of the elimination of addi 
tional gripper hardware and programming therefor. the per 
formance of such single gripper libraries is reduced as well. 

Other factors are known to effect library e?iciency. It is 
possible to create a library wherein a mounted storage 
medium is simply demounted and transferred to a storage 
cell as soon as access to it is no longer currently required (i.e. 
when the peripheral storage device becomes inactive). There 
is always a possibility. however. that access to a storage 
medium will be required shortly after it is demounted. To 
reduce the likelihood of having to remou nt a medium shortly 
after it is demounted. known as “churn” or “thrashing”. it is 
known to leave all mounted storage media in their respective 
peripheral storage devices until two conditions exist. These 
two conditions are the occupation of all peripheral storage 
devices in the library and the issuance of a mount request for 
a currently unmounted storage medium. The use of such 
conditions recognizes that there is no need to demount any 
storage medium so long as unoccupied peripheral storage 
devices are not required to accept newly requested mounts. 
In addition. the selection of the storage medium to be 
demounted to allow for a new mount is known to be made 
using least recently used (LRU) or least recently mounted 
criteria. Such selection is made to retain in mounted condi 
tion those storage media to which continued access is 
considered most likely. Examples of these operations can be 
found in commonly assigned. copending US. patent appli 
cation Ser. No. 190.739. ?led May 5. 1988. 
The described conditional demount operations may at 

times improve performance over that of simply demounting 
the storage media as soon as the peripheral storage devices 
in which they are mounted become inactive. but neverthe 
less also incur performance tradeolfs which have not been 
addressed by the aforementioned references and products. 
The tradeolfs occur because the described conditional 
demount operations will never allow a storage medium to be 
demounted until the mounting of another medium is 
required. Some lradeotfs are related to the aforementioned 
signi?cant performance disadvantage of single gripper 
libraries as compared to multiple gripper libraries. Delaying 
demount of any mounted data storage media according to 
the described conditions means that the aforementioned 
performance disadvantage cannot be avoided—once a 
mount request is issued. the mounted storage medium must 
be demounted and transferred to a storage cell before the 
new medium can be retrieved and mounted. This is particu 
larly wasteful in single gripper libraries containing data 
storage media which are accessed randomly and thus not 
likely to suffer from churn. Also as previously described. in 
single gripper disk libraries the mounted disks cannot be 
spun down during retrieval of a new disk to be mounted. 
Finally. in any library. the failure to maintain an unoccupied 
peripheral storage device means that the storage medium in 
one of such devices must at least be demounted prior to 
mounting a new storage medium. thereby slowing the ser 
vicing of mount requests. Even if a library has multiple 
grippers and can therefore delay in transferring a demou nted 
storage medium to a storage cell. mounting of a new storage 
medium is delayed until the storage medium already 
mounted in the peripheral storage device is demounted. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

In view of the foregoing. it is the principal object of this 
invention to provide improved performance in an automated 
storage library. and an automated storage library and pro 
gram product therefor. 

Another object of this invention is to improve the man 
agement of mount/demount operations in an automated 
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storage library. and an automated storage library and pro 
gram product therefor. 

Still another object of this invention is to improve the 
selection of storage media for demount in an automated 
storage library. and an automated storage library and pro 
gram product therefor. 

Still another object of this invention is to improve the 
selection of storage media for demount in an automated 
storage library in which all of the peripheral storage devices 
are occupied. and an automated storage library and program 
product therefor. 

These and other objects of this invention are accom 
plished by permitting the advanced demount of storage 
media when there are no pending requests to mount a storage 
medium in the library. all of the peripheral storage devices 
are occupied. and one or more of the peripheral storage 
devices remains inactive for a predetermined time. Storage 
media may be demounted to service a pending mount 
request. provided the peripheral storage devices in which the 
media are mounted are inactive. However. even when no 
mount requests are pending. the status of the peripheral 
storage devices is continually monitored. If the peripheral 
storage devices are all occupied. and one or more of such 
devices remains inactive for the predetermined time. the 
least recently used storage medium is preemptively 
demounted and transferred to a storage cell in the library. An 
automated storage library and program product suitable for 
implementing such operations is hereinafter disclosed 

Demounting a storage medium in advance of a need for an 
unoccupied peripheral storage device to service a pending 
mount request minimizes the average time required to mount 
storage media. Whenever such preemptive demounting 
occurs. a storage medium is no longer required to be 
demounted prior to mounting a new storage medium 
because an unoccupied peripheral storage device already 
exists. Similarly. the performance of single gripper libraries 
is particularly improved because there is no longer a need to 
both demount and transfer a storage medium to a storage cell 
before mounting a new storage medium. In disk libraries. the 
time required for spin down is also eliminated. Because 
advance demounting occurs under the speci?ed conditions. 
the medium selected for advance demounting is that having 
the least probability of near term activity. thereby minimiz 
ing the likelihood that a demounted storage medium will 
have to be remounted shortly thereafter. 
The foregoing and other objects. features. and advantages 

of the invention will be apparent from the following more 
particular description of the preferred embodiment of the 
invention. as illustrated in the accompanying drawing. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING 

FIG. 1 is a front. perspective cut-away view of an optical 
disk library of the present invention. 

FIG. 2 is the same view as in FIG. 1 except that the 
console panel has been swung aside and the fan has been 
removed. 

FIG. 3 is a rear. perspective cut-away view of the optical 
disk library of FIGS. 1 and 2. 

FIG. 4 is a magni?ed view of the robotic picker and 
gripper of FIG. 3. 

FIG. 5 is a schematic diagram of the optical disk library 
hardware of FIGS. 1-4. 

FIG. 6 is a schematic block diagram of the system 
controller of the optical disk library of FIGS. 1-5. 

FIG. 7 is a sample path speci?cation for a ?le in the 
optical disk library of FIGS. 1-5. 
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FIG. 8 is a schematic block diagram of the internal data 
structures created during initialization. 

FIG. 9 is a ?ow chart of the operations of the system 
controller of an optical disk library in translating a network 
request received at its upper interface into SCSI command 
packets at its lower interface according to the present 
invention. 

FIG. 10 is a ?ow chart of the operations of FIG. 9 for a 
representative IFS entry point. 

FIG. 11 is a ?ow chart of the PARSE routine called in 
FIG. 10. 

FIG. 12 is a ?ow chart of the READY VOLUME routine 
called in FIG. 10. 

FIG. 13 is a ?ow chart of the IN CELL routine called in 
FIG. 12. 

FIG. 14 is a ?ow chart of the IN DRIVE routine called in 
FIG. 12. 

FIG. 15 is a flow chart of the SWAP routine called in FIG. 
12. 

FIG. 16 is a ?ow chart of the ALLOCATE routine called 
in the aforementioned routines. 

FIG. 17 is a ?ow chart of the FORCE ALLOCATE routine 
called in the aforementioned routines. 

FIG. 18 is a ?ow chart of the RELEASE VOLUME 
routine called in FIG. 10. 

FIG. 19 is a ?ow chart of the IDLE DEMOUNT routine 
according to one embodiment of the present invention. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENT 

Referring now more particularly to the drawing. like 
numerals denote like features and structural elements in the 
various ?gures. The automated storage library of the inven 
tion will be described as embodied in an optical disk library 
Referring to FIGS. l-4. various views of such an optical 
disk library is shown. The library 1 includes a housing 2 
enclosing most of the working parts of the library and having 
front and rear door panels (not shown) for interior access. 
Library 1 further includes a plurality of optical disk storage 
cells 3 and a plurality of internal optical disk drives 4. Each 
storage cell 3 is capable of storing one optical disk having 
data recorded on one or both sides thereof. The data stored 
on each side of a disk is referred to as a ‘volume’. In the 
preferred embodiment. library 1 includes 144 storage cells 3 
arranged in two 72 storage cell columns and up to four 
optical disk drives 4. The optical disks may include ablative. 
phase-change. magneto-optic. or any other optical recording 
layers and may be read-only. write-once. or rewritable. as is 
known. so long as they are compatible with optical disk 
drives 4. In addition. the optical disks may be recorded in a 
spiral or concentric track pattern. The precise recording 
format is not part of the subject invention and may be any 
known in the art. Arobotic picker 5 includes a single gripper 
6 capable of accessing an optical disk in any of storage cells 
3 or drives 4 and transferring such optical disks therebe 
tween. In the preferred embodiment. the optical disks are 
con?gured in car1ridges for easy handling by gripper 6 and 
are 5 and ‘A inch form factor disks. but in alternative 
embodiments could be any size compatible with drives 4 and 
gripper 6. 

Although the front face of housing 2 is not shown in FIG. 
1. certain portions of library 1 protrude through such front 
face of housing 2 for operator access. These portions are part 
of a console door 7 and include all or part of a power 
indicator/switch 8. an entry/exit slot 9. an external opticzd 
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disk drive 10. a console 11. and a keyboard 12. Console door 
7 can be swung aside to allow access therebehind. when 
necessary. as shown in FIG. 2. Slot 9 is used for inserting 
optical disks to or removing optical disks from library 1. 
Commands may be provided by an operator to library 1. via 
keyboard 12. to have picker 5 receive an optical disk 
inserted at slot 9 and transport such disk to a storage cell 3 
or drive 4. or to have picker 5 retrieve an optical disk from 
a storage cell 3 or drive 4 and deliver such disk to slot 9 for 
removal from library 1. Console 11 allows an operator to 
monitor and control certain operations of library 1 without 
seeing inside housing 2. External optical disk drive 10. 
unlike drives 4. cannot be accessed by gripper 6. Drive 10 
must instead be loaded and unloaded manually. Library 1 
also includes an optical disk drive exhaust fan 14. an 
external disk drive exhaust fan 15. and power supplies 16. 
Once library 1 is powered on. commands received at 

keyboard 12 are forwarded to a system controller 17. In the 
preferred embodiment. system controller 17 is an IBM PS/2 
Model 80 personal computer using the OS/2 operating 
system. The IBM PS/Z model 80 personal computer includes 
main memory and one or more storage media. such as those 
in ?xed or ?oppy disk drives. System controller 17 issues 
instructions to drives 4. external drive 10. and picker 5 as 
will be described. Drive controller cards 13 and picker 5 
controller card 18 convert known small computer system 
interface (SCSI) command packets issued by system con 
troller 17 into the electromechanical action of drives 4. 
external drive 10. and picker 5. The movement of picker 5 
within library 1 is X—Y in nature. Movement in the vertical 
direction is driven by a vertical direction motor 19 and 
movement in the horizontal direction is driven by a hori 
zontal direction motor 20. Motor 19 turns a lead screw 21 to 
move picker 5 vertically. Motor 20 turns belts 22 and 23 to 
move picker 5 horizontally. In addition. picker 5 may be 
rotated to bring either side of an optical disk within the grasp 
of gripper 6 to an upright position. The remaining physical 
features of library 1 are not shown in the drawing. or are 
shown but not labeled for the purpose of simpli?cation. but 
are well known. 

Referring to FIG. 5. the system connections of library 1 
will now be described. System controller 17 is attached to 
one or more host/system processors 30 to receive input 
therefrom and to transmit output thereto. System processor 
30 can be a host central processing unit (CPU). such as an 
IBM 3090 mainframe processor using the MVS or VM 
operating system or IBM AS1400 rnidrange computer using 
me 08/400 or AIX operating system. or a network of 
processors. such as IBM PS/2 personal computers using the 
05/2 or DOS operating system and arranged in a local area 
network (LAN ). The connections to system processor 30 are 
not shown. but are well known. If system processor 30 is an 
IBM 3090 mainframe processor. ?le connection could be 
made using an IBM System/370 channel attachment accord 
ing to the interface described in IBM Document #SA22 
7091-00. “IBM Channel-to-Channel Adapter". June. 1983. 
IBM Document #GA22~6974-09. “IBM System/360 and 
System 370 I10 Interface Channel to Control Unit Original 
Equipment Manufacturers Information". February. 1988. 
and IBM Document #SA22-7085-Ol. “IBM System/370 
Extended Architecture Principles of Operation”. January. 
1987. each of which are hereby incorporated by reference. If 
system processor 30 is an IBM AS1400 rnidrange computer. 
the connection could be made using a direct. SCSI interface 
attachment wherein library 1 is directly controlled by the 
host system according to ANSI standard X3T9.2/86- I09 rev. 
5. hereby incorporated by reference. If system processor 30 
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8 
is a plurality of IBM PS/2 personal computers arranged in a 
LAN . the connection could be made using the NETBIOS 
control program interface of the IBM Token Ring Network 
LAN attachment. according to the protocols described in 
[BM Document #SC2I-9526. “Distributed Data Manage 
ment Level 2.0 Architecture Reference”. March. I989. 
hereby incorporated by reference. The preferred embodi 
ment of library 1 will hereinafter be described as used as a 
?le server in a LAN environment wherein library 1 appears 
to the system as a shared. general storage device. 

System controller 17 is attached to drives 4. picker 5. and 
external optical disk drive 10 via known single-ended SCSI 
connections. including SCSI bus 31. In an alternative 
embodiment. system controller 17 may be similarly con 
nected to another physical box to direct the operations of 
such other box. not shown in the drawing. The other box 
would be essentially identical to that shown in FIGS. 1-4. 
except that the other box would not physically include a 
system controller therein. but would instead be controlled by 
system controller 17 via SCSI bus 32. The logical subsystem 
including both physical boxes. one box with a system 
controller and one box without a system controller. is 
considered to be a single library. In addition. for use in 
certain environments. two system controllers can be con 
nected via an RS-232 interface (not shown) to create a 
library including two boxes with system controllers and two 
boxes without system controllers. and so on. 

Referring to FIG. 6. a functional component level descrip 
tion of system controller 17 will now be provided Generally. 
system controller 17 is designed to support major library 
functions such as creating and deleting ?les. writing to and 
reading from the ?les. moving optical disks between storage 
cells 3. drives 4. and slot 9. and providing statistics on usage 
and errors. Volumes in the library appear as subdirectories in 
the root directory of a single drive. Labels assigned to each 
volume represent the subdirectory name. System processor 
30 is able to read the root directory. but cannot store ?les in 
the root directory. Any paths accessed on a volume appear 
as paths under the subdirectory element that represents the 
volume label. 

Standard path protocol known in the personal computer 
environment is used to access ?les in library 1. The path 
format is shown in FIG. 7 and includes path elements 35-37 
and 39. Of the path elements. “d:” is the designator 35 for 
library 1. “volid” is the volume label 36. “pathhpathZ” etc. 
is the normal subdirectory path speci?cation 37. and “?le 
.ext" is the ?lename and extension 39. Backslashes are used 
to separate path elements. Designator 35 for library 1 is a 
letter and colon as is used for any peripheral storage device 
in the personal computer environment. such as the com 
monly used “c:” for a ?xed disk drive. Volume label 36 
appears as a subdirectory element in the root directory of the 
designated hardware. Because the ?rst apparent subdirectory 
element is actually the volume identi?er and the remaining 
subdirectory elements are the actual path 37. library 1 
appears to system processor 30 as does any single. periph 
eral storage device. Library 1 requires no instruction as to 
the physical location of the volume within library I. the 
drive 4 in which to mount the volume. etc. Instead. system 
controller 17 makes all such determinations and directs the 
appropriate actions. Library management is thus transparent 
to users. 

A generic library ?le server (GLFS) 50 controls the 
library with a set of generic. intermediate hardware com 
mands through a formally de?ned interface which will be 
described later herein. Data is manipulated by GLFS 50 at 
the logical record level allowing for data access in quantities 
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spanning from a single byte to complete. variable length data 
objects. An operating system 51 mediates the ?ow of control 
and directs incoming operating system commands from the 
external interfaces into the library subsystem. Operating 
system 51 can be any of several known operating systems 
and in the preferred embodiment is the 08/2 operating 
system. The use of the OS/2 operating system generally 
allows for control of library 1 through standard ?xed disk 
operating system commands. Library control is directed 
through a unique command. DosFsCtl. This command is 
used to support initialization. entry/exit of an optical disk 
from library 1. read/store the library map ?le. mount/ 
demount an optical disk in drive 10. enable/disable virtual 
drive option. etc. Drive control is directed through a unique 
command. DosDevIOCtl. The remainder of the programmed 
control for library 1 is retained in microcode which is 
uploaded into the main memory of system controller 17 
from a storage medium resident therein at initialization. In 
alternative embodiments. some function required to support 
the rnicroprogrammed control may also be provided as a 
utility to the operating system running in system processor 
30. 
The OS/2 operating system includes several advanced 

operating system concepts integral to system controller 17. 
These advanced concepts are dynamic link libraries. install 
able ?le systems. and multitasking. A dynamic link library 
(DLL) is a ?le containing a set of functions each of which 
may be dynamically loaded as needed. Normally. a program 
is compiled and linked with the compiled program code of 
all of the functions the program might invoke before it can 
be executed. A DLL permits a program to invoke functions 
compiled and linked into independent modules of program 
code. OS/2 includes a set of DLL modules that can be 
invoked as required. Using a custom DLL module. OS/Z can 
be made to control non-standard storage devices. The cus~ 
torn DLL module is known as an installable ?le system 
(IFS). Each function supported by an IFS is known as an 
entry point. For additional information on installable ?le 
systems. see IBM Document #G362- 0001-03. “IBM Per 
sonal Systems Developer”. Fall. 1989. hereby incorporated 
by reference. In the preferred embodiment. GLFS 50 is 
implemented as an IFS to the OS/2 operating system with 
prescribed entry points. 

Another important aspect of the 08/2 operating system is 
multitasking. Multitasking is the ability of a system to run 
multiple programs concurrently. The system processor’s 
time is apportioned amongst tasks each appearing to be 
running as if no other tasks are present. A separate environ 
ment is maintained for each task‘. memory and register 
contents for each task are isolated to avoid interference with 
each other. A task and its associated environment is referred 
to as a “thread”. Programs can include a code area and a data 
area in the main memory of the IBM PS2 model 80 personal 
computer. The code area is the section of memory containing 
the instructions being executed for any given thread. The 
data area is the section of memory (or registers) that is 
manipulated during execution of the instructions. Because 
the same code area may be used for several threads. each 
thread may point to the same code area for execution but 
includes its own isolated data area. 

The upper interface translator 80 is responsible for trans 
lating between upper interface commands and those of 
GLFS 50. The lower interface translator 90 is responsible for 
translating between the commands issued by GLFS 50 and 
those of the lower interface. Translators B0 and 90 are each 
implemented as distinct linkable modules with clearly 
de?ned interfaces. thereby permitting easy attachment of 
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library 1 to new upper and lower interfaces. The only impact 
of attachment to a new interface is the creation of a new 
portion of translators 80 and 90-—the generic nature of 
GLFS 50 allows it to remain unchanged. 
The upper interfaces of library 1 include the library 

con?guration. map. and system performance ?les. console 
11 (and keyboard 12). and the network interface. The library 
con?guration. library map. and system performance ?les are 
not shown in the drawing. but are stored on the ?xed disk 
drive of system controller 17. These ?les are maintained by 
the library operator or maintenance personnel. The library 
con?guration ?le lists various characteristics of the hard 
ware con?guration of library 1. such as the number of 
physical boxes in library 1. the number of drives 4 and 10 
in each physical box. whether a drive is an internal drive 4 
or an external drive 10. the number of storage cells 3 in each 
physical box. the SCSI addresses of each picker 5 and drive 
4 or drive 10. etc. The library map ?le lists various charac 
teristics of the optical disks in library 1. such as the volume 
label of each optical disk in library 1. the address of the 
home storage cell for each optical disk in library 1. free 
space information for each optical disk. and certain usage 
statistics for each optical disk. such as the number of 
mounts. the date and time of last access. etc. System 
controller 17 uses the library con?guration and map ?les to 
identify the number and arrangement of resources in the 
library. and adjusts the ?les as the status of the resources in 
library 1 changes. The system performance ?le lists operator 
speci?ed parameters‘such as the virtual drive option param 
eter U. minimum virtual drive eligibility time V. minimum 
demount eligibility time W. preemptive demount eligibility 
time X. and idle demount time Y. all of which are de?ned 
later herein. Console 11 is used to exhibit the ongoing status 
of the library components and make commands and utility 
functions. such as error reporting. available to the operator. 
Keyboard 12 allows the operator to make manual input to 
library 1. such as in response to information received via 
console 11. Console 11 and keyboard 12 are linked to GLFS 
50 by console driver 81 and console logical manager 83. The 
network is linked to LAN adapter driver 82 and NEI'BIOS 
network control program 84. The network interface allows a 
processor on the network to remotely gain access to library 
1. which acts as a ?le server thereto. GLFS request manager 
52 is the interface-to operating system 51 and responds to the 
same set of entry points that the OS/2 operating system uses 
to communicate with any IFS. GLFS request manager 52 is 
responsible for breaking down 0p crating system commands 
to accomplish library functions. which it does by calling 
routines found in the process control manager (PCM) 53a to 
accomplish each step. PCM 53a is a set of utility routines. 
some of which require the generation of request blocks. that 
assist the system in breaking down and processing com 
mands. The routines parse directory path strings. enter 
optical disks into the library. locate volumes. allocate drives 
to a volume. ?ip optical disks so as to present the volume on 
the opposite side for mounting. mount volumes. demount 
volumes. exit optical disks from the library etc. and will be 
described further where appropriate. The directory manage 
ment scheme (DMS) 53b is a module of code which satis?es 
the IFS ?le speci?cation for monitoring the open/closed 
status of the user ?les in library 1. as is well known. and is 
used to manipulate such user ?les. Use of the IFS interface 
in such an internal module allows for easy adaptation of 
external IFS-style implementations of directory manage 
ment schemes. 

The power on initialization (POI) module 54 manages the 
power on and reset functions of the controller and is invoked 
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by operating system 51 at initialization. POI module 54 is 
responsible for functions such as determining and reporting 
the results of component self-testing and reading the library 
con?guration and status ?les. Errors are processed by an 
error recovery module 56 and an error logging module 57. 
Recovery module 56 processes all errors. including dynamic 
device reallocation and retries of device commands. Log 
ging module 57 is responsible for saving error information 
and reporting it to the operator via console 11. 
The resource manager 60 dynamically allocates and deal 

locates control blocks in the data area of system controller 
17. including request blocks. drive control blocks. and error 
information blocks. Request blocks are used to request a 
hardware event for drives 4 or picker 5. Drive control blocks 
are used to store status information relating to drives 4. as 
will be described later herein. Error information blocks are 
used to store the information needed to report. isolate. and 
possibly retry an error. The allocation and deallocation of 
control blocks is accomplished using a list of the free space 
available in the main memory of the IBM PS2 model 80 
personal computer maintained by resource manager 60. 
Note that both error recovery module 56 and resource 
manager 60 are connected to most of the components of 
system controller 17 shown in FIG. 6. such connections not 
being shown for simpli?cation. 
The schedulers 61 and 62 are responsible for verifying 

some of the contents of the request blocks and entering them 
into the pipe for the hardware device that will process the 
request. A pipe is a queued data path leading from one thread 
to another and can be accessed by any thread knowing the 
assigned identi?er of the pipe. The dispatchers 63 and 64 are 
responsible for validating the request blocks. ensuring that 
the requests are ready to be executed. and dispatching the 
request as appropriate to the drive logical manager 91 and 
the library logical manager 92. The coordinator 65 is respon 
sible for coordinating request execution for dispatchers 63 
and 64 The coordinator accomplishes such using a table 
having an entry for each request block received from PCM 
53a Each entry lists the supporting request blocks associated 
with a particular request block. A request requiring the prior 
completion of another request is referred to as “dependent’”. 
the request that must ?rst be completed is referred to as 
“supporting”. Coordinator 65 withholds execution of depen 
dent request until associated supporting requests have been 
executed. If a supporting request fails execution coordinator 
65 rejects requests dependent thereon. 

Logical managers 91 and 92 are responsible for translat 
ing the generic library commands in the form of request 
blocks into the equivalent device level commands in the 
form of SCSI data packets. Logical managers 91 and 92 are 
also responsible for receiving hardware status information 
from the drive driver 93 and the library driver 94 respec 
tively. Drivers 93 and 94 directly manipulate the hardware 
and physical memory. Drivers 93 and 94 perform all com 
munications with their respective hardware and also respond 
to interrupts. Logical manager 91 and drive driver 93 control 
drives 4. logical manager 92 and library driver 94 control 
picker 5. Although not shown in FIG. 6 for simplicity. there 
are actually multiple drive dispatchers 63. drive logical 
managers 91. and drive drivers 93——-one set for each drive 4 
or 10 in library 1. Each set is connected to a different data 
pipe. 

METHOD OF OPERATION 

Initialization of library 1 is accomplished using operating 
system 51. GLFS request manager 52. resource manager 60. 
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and POI module 54. After self-testing of the library hard 
ware to verify correct function. operating system 51 is 
loaded and uses the 08/2 CONFIGSYS ?le to set the 
operating system parameters and load drivers. Operating 
system 51 then generates an initialization command which is 
passed to GLFS request manager 52 and then on to POI 
module 54. POI module 54 reads the library con?guration. 
map. and system performance ?les. creates the necessary 
internal data structures in the main memory of the IBM PS2 
model 80 personal computer. and initiates separate threads 
for each hardware component of library 1 speci?ed in the 
library con?guration ?le. Resource manager 60 initializes 
internal tables used in memory management. POI module 54 
then queries system controller 17 and controller cards 13 and 
18 for power-on self-test results and reports any problems to 
error recovery module 56. Any errors detected during ini 
tialization are logged by error logging module 57 and. if 
possible. recovered by error recovery module 56. When 
system. controller 17 is in a ready state. the system is 
receptive to activity from console 11 or die network inter 
face. 

Referring to FIG. 8. the internal data structures include 
the optical library main system control block (OLMSCB) 
110. one or more library control blocks (LCB) 111. ?xed 
drive control blocks (DCB) 112. an active DCB pointer array 
113. active DCBs 114. and an optical disk map 115. Pointers 
are represented by arrows in FIG. 8. OLMSCB 110 includes 
the number of physical boxes in library 1. the virtual drive 
option parameter U. minimum virtual drive eligibility time 
V. a pointer to the optical disk map. and a pointer to a LCB 
111 for each physical box in library 1 (for convenience. only 
one such LCB is shown in the drawing). Each LCB 111 
includes for the respective physical box the operational 
status of picker 5 (on-line. off-line. failed). the number of 
drives 4 and 10 therein. the SCSI address of picker 5 therein. 
the number of storage cells 3 therein. the address of each 
storage cell 3 and slot 9 therein. the minimum demount 
eligibility time W. the preemptive demount eligibility time 
X. the idle demount time Y. and a pointer to ?xed DCBs 12 
for each drive 4 or 10 therein. Each LCB 111 also includes 
a pointer to active DCB pointer array 113. which in turn 
includes a pointer to an active DCB 114 for each drive 4 or 
10 therein. 

Five ?xed DCBs 112 are shown in the drawing. one for 
each drive 4 and drive 10 in the preferred embodiment. Each 
?xed DCB 112 includes certain drive speci?c information 
about drives 4 and 10 which is “?xed” in that it does not 
change as optical disks are manipulated about library 1. 
Such information includes for the respective drive the opera 
tional status of the drive including a usage attribute indicat 
ing whether use of the drive is restricted to certain functions 
(such as write only). Fixed DCBs 112 are used as permanent 
records of such information to create active DCBs 114 as 
optical disks are manipulated about library 1. as will be 
described. 

Six active DCB pointers 113 and active DCBs 114 are 
shown in the drawing. one for each drive 4 and drive 10 in 
the preferred embodiment. and one for the virtual list. which 
is a linked list of the access records for certain volumes. as 
will be described. Active DCBs 114 include certain volume 
speci?c information about drives 4 and 10 and the virtual 
accesses. The information is “active" in that it does change 
(i.e. it is updated) as optical disks are manipulated about 
library 1. Such information includes for the respective drive 
or virtual access the appropriate information from ?xed 
DCBs 112 and also the occupancy status of the drive 
(whether or not there is an optical disk mounted therein). 
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usage statistics such as the last access time and user count 
for a volume therein or virtual access. and an index into the 
optical disk map for the entry therein which describes the 
volume mounted in the drive or virtual access. The index 
into the optical disk map is used by DMS 53b to locate a 
volume in library 1. as required. The user count is the 
number of current accesses ongoing for a volume. an access 
being an open ?le or any standard operating system com 
mand not requiring that a ?le be opened. such as a directory 
read. 

Optical disk map 115 includes an entry for each storage 
cell 3 in library 1. An entry for an empty storage cell 3 is 
blank. An entry for a full storage cell 3 lists the owner of the 
disk therein. the home storage cell 3 and current location of 
the disk. and for each volume on the disk. the volume label. 
the number of mounts. the available free space. and other 
usage statistics. The aforementioned data structures also 
include other information required for the operation of 
library 1. although not explicitly described for simplicity. as 
is known in the art. 

Referring to FIG. 9. the operations of system controller 17 
will now be described. When a request is received from the 
network interface. the network control code will convert the 
request into a set of standard OS/2 operating system com 
mands at step 100. Operating system 51 will then issue the 
appropriate operating system calls to process the operating 
system commands at step 101. GLFS request manager 52 
receives the calls and breaks them down into simpler func 
tions. For each function. GLFS request manager 52 will call 
a routine in PCM 53a and/or DMS 53b and pass the 
appropriate subset of the data required for the routine as 
parameters at step 102. For each routine requiring hardware 
activity. PCM 53a and/or DMS 53b at step 103 calls 
resource manager 60 to create a hardware level request 
block. issues such block to schedulers 61 and 62. and 
informs coordinator 65 of any hardware dependencies to 
allow for the proper sequencing of the requests. PCM 53a 
also returns control and status information to GLFS request 
manager 52 as each routine is completed. 

After checking the list of free space available in the main 
memory of the IBM PS/2 model 80 personal computer. 
resource manager 60 allocates the required memory space 
for the request block. The routines calling resource manager 
60 provide most of the information for a control block. 
resource manager 60 ?lls in certain additional information 
such as a control block identi?er and a request block 
identi?er. Drive scheduler 61 and library scheduler 62 
receive all hardware event requests as request block identi 
?ers and forward them to the data pipes connected to drive 
dispatcher 63 and library dispatcher 64 respectively. Dis 
patchers 63 and 64 continually check their respective data 
pipe for the existence of a request block identi?er. After 
receiving a request block identi?er. dispatchers 63 and 64 
call coordinator 65 to determine if the request block is ready 
to be executed. Coordinator 65 checks the table of request 
block dependencies and prevents dispatchers 63 and 64 from 
issuing the request block identi?er until all supporting 
request blocks have been completed. When all request block 
dependencies have been met. the request block identi?er is 
issued to the respective logical manager 91 or 92. 
At step 104. logical managers 91 and 92 receive the 

request block identi?ers. construct the necessary SCSI hard 
ware command packets to accomplish the requests. and 
issue the packets to drivers 93 and 94. The hardware then 
physically performs the requests. As each request is com 
pleted logical managers 91 and 92 signal such completion. 
Dispatcher 63 or 64 then issues the identi?er of the next 
request block to the respective logical manager 91 or 92. 
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Generally. library mount/demount operations will con 

tinue on an as needed basis as long as there are existing 
requests to mount volumes. When a volume is ?rst mounted 
in a drive 4 or 10. an active DCB 114 pertaining to the access 
of such volume is created. The active DCB is created by 
copying the drive speci?c information relating to the drive 
4 or 10 in which the volume is mounted from the ?xed DCB 
112 into a block of memory and adjusting the appropriate 
pointers. During access to the volume. the volume speci?c 
information about such access is updated and stored in the 
active DCB 114. If the volume is demounted. the volume 
speci?c information is deleted from active DCB 114. except 
for the occupancy status information. to indicate that the 
respective drive 4 or 10 is again empty. When a volume is 
again mounted in the respective drive 4 or 10. the active 
DCB 114 is again updated as necessary with the appropriate 
volume speci?c information. and so on. 

Volumes are demounted to free a drive 4 to service an 
existing mount request. thereby maintaining drives 4 in an 
occupied state. Such occupancy maximizes the amount of 
data ready for access. When there are no pending mount 
requests. however. drives 4 may be preemptively demounted 
to ensure the existence of an unoccupied drive 4 to service 
forthcoming mount requests. and to reduce aging of drives 
4 during idle periods. If all drives 4 are occupied. one drive 
4 may be emptied. as will be described. In addition. the 
activities of drives 4 are periodically reviewed to determine 
if the volumes in any of the occupied drives 4 should be 
preemptively demounted because library 1 is relatively idle. 
as will also be described. During normal library operations 
a drive 4 will therefore be empty only after the preemptive 
demount of a volume. The criteria for selecting volumes for 
preemptive demount when all drives 4 are occupied and 
there is no pending mount request is dilferent from those 
criteria used during the periodic review of the activity of 
drives 4. 
A drive 4 can physically write to or read from only one 

optical disk at any given time. A request to mount a volume 
at a time when there are no unoccupied drives 4 normally 
results in the rejection of the request. However. when the 
virtual drive option is enabled by setting the virtual drive 
option parameter U to one. a request to mount a volume 
when all drives 4 are occupied allows for access to more 
volumes than there are drives 4 by temporarily demounting 
the least recently used volume. The temporarily demounted 
volume is referred to as “swapped out” and the newly 
mounted volume is referred to as “swapped in”. The drive 
speci?c information for the drive 4 is deleted from the active 
DCB 114 but the volume speci?c access information for the 
temporarily demounted volume is retained therein. The 
active DCB 114 for the temporarily demounted volume is 
then retained in a special fonn of active DCB 114 referred 
to as the virtual list. The virtual list DCBs differ from other 
active DCBs in that they contain pointers to each other to 
create a linked list. The virtual list permits resumption of the 
operations on the volume by remounting at the next volume 
mount request or. alternatively. caching can be used to 
continue access without remounting. Upon remounting of 
the volume. the appropriate virtual list DCB is deleted from 
the linked list and the volume speci?c information copied 
into the active DCB 114 for the appropriate drive 4. Because 
such access information is retained. a volume that has been 
swapped out under the virtual drive option is still considered 
active and under access. Also. remounting of a volume that 
has been swapped out can occur in any drive 4 so long as the 
access information is provided to the active DCB 114 for the 
respective drive; a volume access is not tied to the original 
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drive 4 in which the volume is mounted. A volume that has 
been swapped out will not logically appear to be in its home 
storage cell 3 as remounting must be distinguished from the 
mounting of a volume that has not been swapped out. The 
actual number of drives 4 in the library is thus transparent to 
users. In alternative embodiments. additional virtual eligi 
bility option parameters can be used to specify only certain 
volumes as eligible for swapping to prevent churn for 
volumes frequently accessed. 

Referring to the drawing. the high level operations of 
system controller 17 will now be described in further detail 
beginning at a representative IFS entry point into GLFS 50 
requesting access to a speci?c. designated volume. The 
description refers to a series of routines of PCM 53a. The 
PARSE routine is used to separate volume label 36 from the 
remainder of the path in the request The READY VOLUME 
routine is used to determine the subsequently required 
operations depending upon the location of the designated 
volume. The [N CELL. [N DRIVE. and SWAP routines are 
called depending upon the location of the designated vol 
urne. The IN CELL routine is called if the designated 
volume is in its home storage cell 3. The IN DRIVE routine 
is called if the optical disk including the designated volume 
is already mounted in a drive 4. The SWAP routine is called 
if the designated volume is currently active. but has been 
swapped out of a drive 4 according to the virtual drive 
option. 
The ALLOCATE and FORCE ALLOCATE routines are 

called by the IN CELL. IN DRIVE. and SWAP ROUTINES 
as needed. The ALLOCATE routine is used to reserve an 
unoccupied drive 4 for the mounting of the volume desig 
nated in the request. The FORCE ALLOCATE routine is 
used to reserve an occupied drive 4 for the mounting of the 
volume designated in the request under the virtual drive 
option (i.e. by swapping in). The MOUNT routine simply 
causes picker 5 to retrieve a volume. mount it in a drive 4. 
and spin it up. The DEMOUNT routine simply causes a 
mounted optical disk to be spun down. to be demounted by 
picker 5. and transferred to its home storage cell 3. The 
MOUNT and DEMOUNT routines include updating of the 
internal data structures as required and return an error 
message if they fail to mount or demount a volume. respec 
tively. The RELEASE VOLUME routine is called after the 
request is processed to determine if preemptive demounting 
of a volume is appropriate even though library 1 is not idle. 
The IDLE DEMOUNT routine periodically reviews the 
activities of drives 4 to determine if any optical disks 
mounted therein are su?iciently idle as to be preemptively 
demounted to reduce aging of drives 4. 
The following description of the aforementioned routines 

has been simpli?ed wherever possible for convenience to 
eliminate features already described herein or known in the 
art. For example. the information in OLMSCB 110. LCB 
111. DCBs 112 and 114. and optical disk map 115 are not 
always referenced as their location. content. and use have 
already been described. Similarly. information determined 
during a routine may be passed on to other routines as such 
other routines are called. as required for the routines being 
called to execute. Also. the term “return" is used to refer to 
an exit from a routine back to the step which called that 
routine. including some indication to the calling step of the 
result of the routine. Speci?c error messages are not 
provided. but are indicative of the cause of the error. The 
term “unavailable” is used to refer to a component with an 
oiT-line. failed. or locked status. thereby preventing its use. 
A drive is also considered to be unavailable if its usage 
attribute is incompatible with that required for a particular 
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16 
request. Finally. references to external drive 10 or the need 
to ?ip an optical disk over to ensure mounting of the desired 
volume have been eliminated for simpli?cation. 

Referring to FIG. 10. the request to access a designated 
volume is received from operating system 51 by GLFS 
request manager 52 at step 200. which then directs steps 
201~2l0 by calling various PCM 53a routines. At step 201. 
the PARSE routine is called to extract the volume label 
therefrom and locate the designated volume using the optical 
disk map. Step 202 branches according to the result of the 
PARSE routine. If the PARSE routine returns an error 
message (i.e. is not successfully completed) such error 
message is returned at step 210. If the PARSE routine is 
successful. step 203 branches according to the location of 
the designated volume. If the designated volume is not 
located in library 1. such volume cannot be accessed therein. 
The ?ow therefore skips to step 210 and an error message is 
returned. If the designated volume is located in library 1. the 
READY VOLUME routine is called at step 204. Upon 
completion of the READY VOLUME routine. step 205 
branches according to the result of the READY VOLUME 
routine. If the READY VOLUME routine returns an error 
message (i.e. is not successfully completed) such error 
message is returned at step 210. If the READY VOLUME 
routine is successful. operations on the designated volume 
according to the request occur at step 207. When such 
operations complete. the RELEASE VOLUME routine is 
called at step 208 to determine if preemptive demounting is 
required. When the RELEASE VOLUME routine 
completes. the result is returned at step 210. 

Referring to FIG. 11. the PARSE routine called at step 201 
begins at step 250. Step 251 branches according to the 
validity of the path speci?ed in the request. The validity of 
the speci?ed path is determined by comparing it to the 
standard path protocol described earlier. For example. an 
invalid path format would be one in which the ?rst path 
element is longer than that permitted for volume labels. If 
the path format is invalid. the flow skips to step 260 and an 
error message is returned. If the path format is valid. the ?rst 
path element (i.e. the volume label 36) is extracted from the 
path speci?cation and stored at step 252. At step 253. the 
remaining path elements are shifted to eliminate the ?rst 
path element from the path speci?cation. The remaining path 
speci?cation now includes designator 35. subdirectory ele 
ments 37. and ?lename and extension 39. Step 254 branches 
according to the existence of subdirectory elements 37 in the 
remaining path speci?cation. If subdirectory elements 37 
remain. the flow skips to step 257. If no subdirectory 
elements remain. the global indicator “*.*“ is appended to 
the path speci?cation at step 256. At step 257. the path 
speci?cation and the optical disk map are used to locate the 
speci?ed volume in library 1. The existence of the global 
indicator means that no subdirectories were speci?ed in the 
request; the entire library 1 mu st be checked to determine the 
location of the speci?ed volume. When the PARSE routine 
completes. the result is returned at step 260. 

Referring to FIG. 12. the READY VOLUME routine 
called at step 204 begins at step 300 and proceeds along 
different paths depending upon the location of the desig 
nated volume. Step 301 branches according to whether the 
designated volume is currently located in its home storage 
cell 3. Ifthe designated volume is located in its home storage 
cell 3. steps 302 and 303 then branch according to whether 
the request is a new access for the requesting user to the 
designated volume and according to whether picker 5 is 
available. If the request is not a new access. or if picker 5 is 
unavailable. the flow skips to step 320 and an error message 












